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Refill is now available for the iPad too
Published on 09/02/14
Vienna based development studio, FFWD today introduces Refill HD 1.0, its new MPG and
CO2
emission logbook for iPad. Refill helps keeping a close eye on the fuel efficiency and
carbon dioxide emissions of any vehicle with combustion engines. Refill offers
comprehensive charts with best-in-class data visualizations. All its stored data can be
exported in CSV-format. Refill HD only requires three values and with its custom designed
keyboard and date picker it makes adding a receipt super fast.
Vienna, Austria - From the developer of Miles HD - The Classic Mileage Log, and Percent
Mate HD - 10 in 1 Percentage Calculator, Refill helps keeping a close eye on the fuel
efficiency and carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions of any vehicle with combustion engines.
Refill offers comprehensive charts with best-in-class data visualizations. All it's stored
data can be exported in CSV-format.
Today everybody can choose from a ton of fuel economy calculators, but what makes Refill
HD so special is the vertical scroll view for each fill up, summarizing all important
calculations in one place. It even shows your carbon dioxide emissions.
Suitable Around the World, for All Units:
* Fuel Types: Gasoline, Diesel or CNG
* Measuring Units: mi or km
* Volume: Liter or Gallons
* Consumption Calculations: MPG uk, MPG us, L/100km, km/L
* CO2-Emission: g/km CO2 (international standard)
The Swiss Army Knife of Fuel Economy - Refill calculates the following data:
* Fuel economy (MPG uk, MPG us, L/100km, km/L)
* Trend development of fuel efficiency
* Volume of last fill up (in gallons or liter)
* Distance in km or mi
* Price per liter/gallon
* Price change in comparison to last fill up
* Price trend of fuel price
* CO2-emissions
* Trend development of CO2-emissions
* Days since last fill up
* Total costs/expenses
Refill is ready for all the iPads Apple has to offer today - and even later models including even non-retina iPads. The minimum operating system requirement includes even
iOS 4.3. Best of all, it's even economical to use. Refill HD only requires three values
and with its custom designed keyboard and date picker it makes adding a receipt super
fast.
Device Requirements:
* Compatible with iPad
* Requires iOS 4.3 or later
* 20.5 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Refill HD 1.0 is 10.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and available
worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Finance category.
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Refill HD 1.0:
http://www.refillapp.at
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/id908371090
Promotional Image:
http://www.refillapp.at/Refill/img/RefillFamilySmall.jpg
Screenshot (Refill HD Promo):
http://www.refillapp.at/Refill/img/store-E1.png
Screenshot (Refill HD Promo):
http://www.refillapp.at/Refill/img/store-E5.png
App Icon:
http://www.refillapp.at/Refill/img/iconOfRefill.png

Based in Vienna, Austria, FFWD is a small development studio specializing in iOS apps.
Copyright (C) 2014 FFWD. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPad, iPad
mini, iPod touch, and Mac are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other
countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of their
respective owners.
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